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And so, the work continues with even greater urgency.
I recently attended a Martin Luther King, Jr. Day march
for voting rights, and there were signs with the image of
the late Rep. John Lewis quoting him, “Democracy is not
a state. It is an act.” So, in the midst of our grief and
disappointment in the actions of our lawmakers, we know
our actions are more important than ever.

Marching on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 2022 in Portland, Oregon

This is Still What Democracy Looks Like
by Sandy Sorensen | published on Jan 27, 2022
Director, UCC Washington Office
When I attend marches, vigils, and actions for justice
these days, I almost always hear this call-and-response
chant: one section of the gathering will chant, “Show
me what democracy looks like!” and a second group will
respond, “This is what democracy looks like!”
In the wake of last week’s deeply disappointing Senate
failure to restore and expand voting rights, that question
hits a little harder. But the answer, I think, is the same—
we are still what democracy looks like.
The Hebrew prophets wisely recognized the necessity
of lament, the need to name the pain rightly in order
to create the space for true healing. So many of you
have labored so very hard, for so many years, in so
many ways to expand access to voting and to restore
and strengthen our battered election infrastructure. So
it is important to allow ourselves some time to lament
the failure of our elected officials to pass critical voting
rights legislation, and the failure to place the integrity
of our democracy over Senate rules. We know from many
faith teachings and from our own personal and collective
experiences that history is not linear. It is not a straight
line continually moving forward. As writer and activist
Rebecca Solnit notes in her book Hope in the Dark:
Cause-and-effect assumes history marches forward, but
history is not an army. It is a crab scuttling sideways, a
drip of soft water wearing away stone, an earthquake
breaking centuries of tension. Sometimes one person
inspires a movement, or her words do decades later,
sometimes a few passionate people change the world;
sometimes they start a mass movement, and millions
do…All that these transformations have in common is
that they begin in the imagination, in hope.

There is much we can do. Many state legislatures are
just beginning their legislative sessions, so now is an
ideal time to re-engage our state-based policy advocacy,
identifying allies to introduce state legislation to expand
voting access and repair the damage done by the wave of
restrictive state voting bills passed in 2021.
As we enter the 2022 midterm election year, we can
redouble our efforts to help people engage in nonpartisan
election participation and resist voter suppression in all
its forms: registering voters, lifting up the issues, showing
up at town hall meetings and candidate appearances,
and making unflagging efforts to empower voters and get
them to the polls, even in the midst of setbacks. We can
make voting rights a prominent election issue by engaging
in social media messaging, writing letters to the editors
and op-eds, engaging our neighbors and communities in
education and conversation. We can recommit to the
work of passing essential federal voting rights legislation,
even as we acknowledge our deep disappointment and our
weariness.
The poet Amanda Gorman, who read at the 2021
presidential inauguration ceremony, beautifully names the
place where we are now in an essay recently published in
the New York Times. She writes:
If nothing else, this must be known: Even as we’ve
grieved, we’ve grown; even fatigued we’ve found that
this hill we climb is one we must mount together. We
are battered, but bolder; worn, but wiser. I’m not
telling you to not be tired or afraid. If anything, the
very fact that we’re weary means we are, by definition,
changed; we are brave enough to listen to, and learn
from, our fear. This time will be different because this
time we’ll be different. We already are.
This is what democracy looks like.

Join the Movement
Join the Movement toward Racial Justice is an invitation by
UCC to demonstrate God’s love and to partner with others
who are working for the transformation of racism in our
world so that we might foster flourishing lives for all.
For more information visit www.jointhemovementucc.org/
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Words From Pastor Lynne
“We’ve Come This Far By Faith” was brought up at our
congregational meeting. It has been Ainsworth UCC’s
theme song for many years, perhaps since Ainsworth was
created and it is certainly true.
Ainsworth UCC, you are amazing and inspiring! We
came through the early years of the creation of the new
church—integrated, racially diverse at a time when it
was not popular. We have gone through years of ups and
downs, recession and abundance, needing new roofs,
renovations, mission changes, partnerships, new missions,
new members, and yes, almost two years of pandemic.
We have come this far by faith and you showed your
faith as we approved a budget that was a result of input
from Ministry Teams, staff, and hard work of the budget
committee, the council and a lot of faith from everyone.
These last two years have been very difficult to project
our income and expenses, but we kept going by faith.
Thank you!
One of the other ways our faith has shown, is the way
people come together to plan events, work toward
inspiring us through study, worship, reflection, organizing
us to act and advocate. It is amazing how quickly we can
organize and plan when we are motivated. I am grateful
for our newer structure that has opened up the reality of
working groups and invited people to commit for shorter
times and for ministries and work they have a passion for.

We will
miss the
Rogers!
The Rogers—
John and
Barbara—
are moving
to Virginia in
March.

February 2022

We have seen more passion arise and with it, many
possibilities. You saw evidence of this on January 30
for Immigration Sunday when a few people gathered to
plan and support Gustavo Sermeno, Delia Carcamo and
Vilma, our newest family at Ainsworth. We also will see
the blessing of people gathering to plan for Black History
month—this year each week will be a rich celebration
and new experience. I thank you for your dedication and
commitment to our congregation and our ministry.
We still need help and soon, if you have not already
received it, you will be getting a new Time & Talent
Offering survey from our Nominating Committee. They
have worked to gather the needs of our ministry teams
and working groups and put together an offering for
you to respond to. This is a yearly responsibility of the
Nominating Committee and of us all.

I thank you for your dedication and
commitment to our congregation and
our ministry.
Please complete the survey, even if you are doing a lot
and can’t or don’t want to change what you are doing,
please complete the survey. It does not commit you,
but provides information to those who are recruiting for
different parts of our ministry and congregation’s life.
We need to know what your interests are and what we
may invite you to consider doing because we always have
need for people to share their time and talent/gifts of the
Spirit. We look forward to hearing from you.
Thank you for your generosity of giving in all the ways you
give.
-Pastor Lynne

Want to join the Prayer Chain??
The Prayer Chain is composed of a group of people (20 at
the moment) of Ainsworth church attendees who choose
to pray for people in need. When we get a request for
prayers, I send you an email and you pray or meditate
on that person(s) in whichever way works for you. The
requests are confidential, unless otherwise noted.
Generally, we pray for people for about 2 weeks or so
unless the need is ongoing in which case you can choose
to continue with prayers if you wish.

“We want to be closer to our grandchildren. These past
two years have been difficult, but we want to thank the
Ainsworth community for all the inspiration and support
you have provided over the years. We have had a lot of
good times with you.”

Many have found that having people pray for them is
extremely powerful and fruitful.

Thank you for meaning so much to us.

-Peggy West | jpwest@teleport.com

-John and Barbara Rogers

For me, it is and has been an honor to be part of this
team of dedicated individuals. And I personally have seen
the power of prayer in my life and in the lives of others.
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Black History Month Focus

Unsung Black History Makers

Local Up & Coming Black leaders

The theme of this year’s observance of Black History
Month will be “Unsung Black History Makers.”

Here are a few examples of young, Black leaders making
an impact in Portland. No surprise that a few come from
our Ainsworth family.
Salomé Chimuku is a “First generation Angolan-American,
queer, disabled, woman.” She is a member of the Charter
Commission which is evaluating Portland’s founding
document, and will recommend changes to the way the
City works. Salomé is also a co-founder of the Black
Resilience Fund (see below). @SalomeChimuku
Bruce Poinsette (Jr.) has been working as a Portland
journalist, writer and editor for more then 10 years. He
produces the interview series The Blacktastic Adventure
(see following page). www.brucepoinsette.com/ |
@brucepoinsette
Mac Smiff (Fahiym Acuay) is a Portland journalist and
activist. He is the editor of We Out Here (see following
page) and is a well known figure in the Black Lives Matter
movement. His work has been published in The Oregonian,
the Portland Mercury, and Vortex Music Magazine.
www.macsmiff.com/ | @MacSmiff | @macsmiff
cameron whitten is a community activist, best known for
advocacy on affordable housing, racial justice, and LGBT
rights. He is the Founder and CEO of Brown Hope and cofounded The Black Resilience Fund. He co-hosts the Your
Neighborhood Black Friends podcast with political activist
Gregory McKelvey. @CameronWhitten
Portland Organizations

Imagine Black
Imagine Black (formerly known as PAALF Action Fund)
envisions a world where people of African descent enjoy
the rights, resources, and recognition to be a thriving,
resilient, and connected community.
“The Black Queer Feminist (BQF) lens is a political
theory and practice developed out of Black feminist and
LGBTQIA+ liberation movements. This praxis (thought +
action) is a lens through which we better understand the
conditions of all Black people—highlighting what we must
transform in order to liberate all oppressed people.”
www.imagineblack.org/

The Black Resilience Fund
The Black Resilience Fund is a program of nonprofit Brown
Hope and is dedicated to fostering healing and resilience
by providing immediate and direct financial assistance to
Black Portlanders.
Salomé Chimuku and Cameron Whitten co-founded the
Black Resilience Fund in Portland. As of April 2021 they
raised more than $2 million to help Black Portlanders.
Read their story at NPR/OPB: n.pr/34kMDVO

Reverend
Pauli Murray
Photo: UNC Carolina
Digital Library & Archives

Members from Congregational Life, Community Ministries,
Faith Formation, and Sacred Conversations 2 End Racism,
along with Pastor Lynne, have planned a month-long
celebration of activities during worship services.
Guest speakers will include former youth of Ainsworth,
and powerful music direction by our own Dr. Marvin Lynn
and others.
One Unsung History Maker is Pauli Murray.
We all know the name Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King Jr.,
Malcolm X, Muhammad Ali, and other civil rights heroes
from the 1960s. Most documentaries will often cover these
people, the events that surrounded them, or other social
issues of the time. However, My Name Is Pauli Murray’s
titular subject is not a name many have heard before.
My Name is Pauli Murray trailer: bit.ly/3ABlXMP
Jane Crow: The Little Known Story of Pauli Murray:
bit.ly/3ABh5Hr
Read her memoir, published posthumously, “Song in a
Weary Throat.” An early Freedom Rider, she was arrested
in 1940, fifteen years before Rosa Parks’ disobedience,
for sitting in the whites-only section of a Virginia bus.
Murray’s activism led to relationships with Thurgood
Marshall and Eleanor Roosevelt.
We look forward to seeing you all and learning about
Unsung Black History Makers during this exciting month.
-Judi Pitre

Sundays in February
Feb 6

Reverend Cecil Prescod
Liturgist: Traci Hodgson

“Living Black in White Utopia”
Bruce Poinsette Jr, Rochelle Chase,
Alexander McPherson, Maurice Davis
Feb 13
Sharing the Story:
Senator Akasha Lawrence-Spence
Liturgist: Judith Pitre
Feb 20

Feb 27

Guest Preacher: Marvin Lynn, Ph. D.
Liturgist: TBD
Guest Preacher: Sen. Lew Frederick
Liturgist: Ines Campoverde
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Black History Month Focus

We Out Here Magazine

Portland Black Media

We Out Here is the Northwest’s premiere hip-hop lifestyle
magazine, featuring music, editorials, investigative
reporting, and personal stories relevant to the people
living in Oregon, Washington, and surrounding areas.
WOHM aims to excite and educate our readers about
artists and concepts relevant to our region. Feel free to
submit stories via the website.

In addition to longtime publications The Skanner &
The Observer, don’t miss these newer home grown
Black media outlets.
Photo: Jason Hill

Check out their website: www.weouthere.net/
Follow on Instagram:#weouthere

The Numberz FM
An offshoot of XRAY FM (91.1 & 107.1), The Numberz is
Portland’s only All-Black Radio Station and aims to “unite
a community spread thin by gentrification.” Station
Manager Anthony Deloney describes the programming as a
“Black music experience station” featuring an abundance
of hip-hop from all eras but also jazz, R&B and soul. In
addition to music there are talk shows and podcasts from
Black community leaders.
Listen online at www.thenumberz.fm/ or at 96.7 FM
You can also see Black focused exhibits at the Portland Art
Museum (PAM) co-curated by The Numberz. The station
currently broadcasts from the top floor of PAM’s Jubitz
Center for Modern and Contemporary Art.
portlandartmuseum.org/exhibitions/aux-mute-gallery/

SACRED CONVERSATIONS
TO END RACISM
HOLD DATES DURING LENT—WEDNESDAYS, MARCH 16
TO APRIL 6.

Zoom Presentation & Discussion on
Critical Race Theory
We are excited to announce that Dr. Marvin Lynn, coauthor of a book, Handbook of Critical Race Theory in
Education, will offer a four week Zoom presentation and
discussion on Critical Race Theory. Critical Race Theory
has become a focus of White Supremacy movements and
a number of states have passed legislation preventing the
teaching of CRT in schools. We want the opportunity to
learn what CRT is and how it can help us confront racism
in our community.

The Blacktastic Adventure!

• What is CRT

Featuring Bruce Poinsette, Jr., The Blacktastic Adventure!
is an ongoing exploration of “Oregon’s Black diaspora that
exposes many in the state to compelling characters and
stories they had never heard of, as well as give new depth
and insight to familiar faces.”

• Sorting fact from fiction—disinformation campaign

Available on all streaming platforms, social media,
Patreon or every Wednesday on The Numberz FM at 7pm.
theblacktasticadventure.buzzsprout.com/
Your Neighborhood Black Friends

• Implications for schools—
with reference to the 1619 project
• The role of the church with CRT—what CRT is and how
we can use it as an analytical lens and to talk about
outcomes within our own context
• Collaborate with and link to the liberation theology
group discussion

Your Neighborhood Black Friends is a podcast hosted by
cameron whitten & Gregory McKelvey. Listen via Patreon
or through most streaming platforms.

Each of the four evenings (time to be determined) will
involve discussions after a presentation. We hope also to
offer a breakout session after worship during March and
early April.

Visit their website for details: www.ynbfriends.com/

-Patricia J. Rumer
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From the Library Bookshelves
Yes, the Ainsworth library is open. If you’re spending
more time at home, or in reflection, or in need of
inspiration, the library is available. Please call the church
first (503) 284-8767 to see when it’s best for you to arrive.
Several new books might be just what you want to read.
Or, some old favorites or books you missed might be your
choice.
John Lewis - Carry On: Reflections for a New Generation

Credit: Jeff Hutchens / Getty

An encouraging collection of final thoughts and
wisdom, from the late congressman and important
civil rights leader, includes thirty-seven short, 2 to 4
page, reflections: “On Good Days,” “On Mentors,” “On
Spirituality,” “On Faith,” “On Death,” “On Orientation,”
“On COVID,” and “On the Future” are sample titles of
his insightful writings. Ambassador Andrew Young wrote
the foreword. A chronology of Lewis’ life from his birth in
1940 to his death in 2020 is followed by a brief overview.
This might be just the daily devotional reading you’ve
been looking for.
The 1619 Project: Born on the Water
Born on the Water is a children’s picture book companion
to the 1619 Project. It describes the joy of people in
Africa before they were enslaved and shipped to Virginia,
becoming people “born on the water.” A new community
is formed. Surviving the ocean, slavery, and more
hardships than anyone living today can know,
“...the people learned new words for love…for friend …for
family…for joy…for grow…for home.” The legacy of those
who resisted experienced immeasurable cruelty that “was
wrong, always and forever, to treat human beings like
this” has resulted in the on-going fight for the promise of
democracy.
Written by Nikole Hannah-Jones and Renee Watson, and
illustrated by Nicholas Smith, both adults and children
can enjoy the vibrant and somber illustrations which pair
well with poetry about the 1619 arrival of Africans in
Virginia, before the Mayflower landed. “And They Danced”
will remind us of Sunday in-person worship with our little
Ainsworth UCC dancers.
In 2006, Hannah-Jones moved to Portland and wrote for
The Oregonian for six years. During this time she produced
feature work, covered demographics, government
and census beats. Our own Colleen Davis collaborated
with Hannah-Jones while with the Multnomah County
Democrats.
-Ann Bryan Nelson

“And because the people survived and
because the people fought, America
began to live up to its promise of
democracy. It is the people who fight
for this democracy still.”
(Born on the Water)
Book Review

Change Sings by Amanda Gorman
From the jacket: “…
Anything is possible when
our voices join together.
As a young girl leads a
cast of characters on a
musical journey, they learn
that they have the power
to make changes—big or
small—in the world, in
their communities and,
most importantly, in
themselves.”
Gorman’s lyrical verses and Loren’s colorful illustrations
radiate joy and positivity. The confidence of the girl jumps
off each page. Change will come. Things will happen. I
marvel at the diversity of the children in the story; there
is even a wheelchair user, a rarity in children’s books.
And don’t miss the illustrations! Loren Long also
illustrated Barrack Obama’s book Of Thee I Sing and is
known for his work on the famous Otis children’s books.
-Lynda Bigler
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Contribute to The Chronicle
Are you a creative person? Do you have a news item? Send
your stories, (brief) poems, interesting photos or artwork
for publication in the AUCC Chronicle for sharing with our
Church Community.
Email to: mrnicklp@gmail.com
-Editor

We Need Flowers!
The Society for the Provision of Altar Flowers (SPAF) is
always accepting flower arrangements or cash donations
towards the purchase of flowers for Sunday services.
This is an ongoing need and is always appreciated by the
congregation.
We welcome flower arrangements, or we are happy to
purchase the flowers if money is donated. Even small
donations are helpful as there is no line item in the
budget for weekly flowers and typical arrangements are
approximately $40-$50 each.
Please consider making a donation. Even $10/month
would make a big difference. Contact Christine Putnam if
you have any questions at 503-381-9575 or gcput@yahoo.
com. Or, send a check to the office with “flowers” on the
memo line.
-Christine Putnam

February Birthdays

Jessica & Caleb Paul & family, Willie Poinsette, Delia
Carmaco, Shawn Burchfield, Dennis Harris, Shelly
Penix, Ron Pleas, Anita Chimuku, Herdy Koenig, Jean
Bucciarelli, Vilma Renfro, Larry Harmon, Dianna Gray,
Chelyn Joseph, Shannon Hillis, Jean Scott, Rev. Chuck
Currie, Rev. Teresa & Stephanie Holloway-Nunn, Craig
& Claire Chabala, Mabel Johnson, Kathy Harmon,
Phyllis Nielsen, Elisabeth Goodling, Ceilidh Kirk,
Marceline Gearry, Rev. David Jacob, Angela Eagan,
Shiloh Rockey, Katie Ferris, Nichole Smouse-López,
Kamil López, Health Care providers, First Responders,
Farmworkers & Food processing workers, all who have
been impacted by Covid-19, disasters, victims of gun
violence and their families, the UCC in all its settings
and the Earth and all Creation.

Simone Bell

02/28

Janet Morris

02/24

Lynda Bigler

02/17

Holly Mulcahey

02/15

Dennis Carline

02/13

Jessica Paul

02/11

Elijah Chimuku

02/12

Anna Perttu

02/16

Jennifer Creswell 02/03

Beth Poteet

02/05

Chuck Currie

Isaac Potter

02/22

Need or want to submit to the Prayer List?

Robert Dueltgen 02/28

Nick Putnam

02/09

Shane Durham

02/09

Sheila Resari

02/13

If you want prayers said for yourself or others, we can
get those prayers sent out on the prayer chain.

Darilis Garcia

02/28

Catherine Rolling 02/10

02/08

Keith Schaber

Carol Halvorson 02/09

Jennifer Singleton 02/07

Jacquelyn Harris 02/25

Lynne Smouse-Lopez 02/17

India Hodgson-Rockey 02/02

Jessica Tanner

Elvira Hudson

02/19

Sandra Valentine 02/08

“People we pray for regularly come to receive a
very special place in our heart and in the heart of
God, and they are helped. Sometimes, this happens
immediately and sometimes over time.”

Ren Johns

02/25

Avery Welch

02/07

-Henri Nouwen

Aman Kubrom

02/06

Lessie Williams

02/25

Denise Millhollen 02/05

02/26

Contact Peggy West at: jpwest@teleport.com or call
her at 503-659-7922.

Suzanne Gunderson 02/15

02/06
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6:30 PM
Officers Meeting

6:30 PM
Church Council

Zoom info
to come
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Ainsworth United
Church of Christ
2941 NE Ainsworth St. Portland, OR
97211

The Chronicle is a publication of Ainsworth United Church of Christ,
a multiracial, multicultural, open & affirming congregation.

(503) 284-8767

Submission is easy!

www.ainsworthucc.org
Church Business E-mail
office@ainsworthucc.org

Pastor
Lynne Smouse López

Mark your Calendars.
Next Submission Deadline: February 23
Email to Nick Putnam at: mrnicklp@gmail.com
Please include your name and phone number on all submissions.
Remember to support Ainsworth in your will. Consider
a bequest to “Ainsworth United Church of Christ.”

Minister of Faith Formation
Rev. Cecil Prescod
Office Administrator
Shawn Burchfield
Custodian
Ben Chimuku
AUCC Webmaster
Caleb Paul
Chronicle Editor
Nick Putnam
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@ainsworthucc
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